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ABSTRACT

Frequently a requirement exists to track sounding rockets or balloons from remote
locations which have no radar capability. Occasionally, there is also a requirement to
provide an alternative to radar tracking at those locations where it exists. TRADAT VI
satisfies both requirements by providing vehicle positional from telemetry. In
addition, it also provides real-time trajectory plots by its graphical display.

INTRODUCTION

A usual requirement associated with any flight of an unmanned vehicle is the
continuous determination of its location. Often this requirement is met by radar
tracking. At remote launch sites where radar is unavailable or unreliable, or in those
cases where a second source of location information is desired a different method
must be used. One such method is to extract positional, or location information from
telemetry transmissions during flight. The engineers at the Electronics Research and
Development Lab at Oklahoma State University have developed just such a technique.

PURPOSE & FUNCTION

TRADAT is an acronym for TRAjectory DATa. The name TRADAT also applies to a
specialized device that resolves and plots the location of a flight vehicle in real-time.
A particular version, TRADAT VI, represents significant improvements in
performance and data presentation from preceding systems. TRADAT VI is a
specialized and dedicated system. It interfaces with telemetry systems to develop
information required to locate a flight vehicle.



A common mode of locating a vehicle in flight is by acquiring at least three pieces of
data: the slant range as measured from a known or reference location to the flight
vehicle, and both the elevation and azimuth angles to the flight vehicle measured
relative from known or reference directions. Typically the reference location is the
launch site, and the reference directions are generally the horizontal for elevation and
true north for azimuth. For the system to work, the ground station must possess a
tracking antenna system capable of resolving the angular displacements of its antenna
relative to known directions. Those angular data along with slant range are sufficient
to locate and plot the position of a flight vehicle.

A technique for constructing a telemetry loop capable of generating sufficient data to
solve the location problem consists of three major elements: the flight vehicle, a
telemetry ground station and a computer. The ground station must be equipped with a
tracking antenna system. The computer must be capable of accepting information
from the ground station and of communicating with the flight vehicle. Such a loop is
shown in figure 1.

The process begins by the TRADAT starting an internal clock while simultaneously
causing a special signal to be generated which is transmitted to the airborne vehicle.
That special signal is the uplink ranging signal. Upon receipt, the ranging signal is
processed by a ranging receiver aboard the vehicle. The electronics of the vehicle
mixes the output of the ranging receiver with the telemetry data. That composite
telemetry signal is then transmitted to the ground.

The ground station tracking antenna intercepts the mixed signal from the flight vehicle
and passes that signal to a receiver tuned to the proper frequency band. The receiver
separates the returning ranging signal from the telemetry data. The ranging signal is
passed to the TRADAT causing the internal clock to be stopped. Elapsed time, from
initial starting of the clock until it is stopped, is used to calculate slant range.

The total elapsed time includes both the times for the hardware (the TRADAT and its
transmitter, the vehicle electronics and the ground station receiving system) to process
the signals and for the round-trip of the ranging signal. The processing time required
by the hardware is found by a calibration procedure. That time is subtracted from the
total. The residue is the round-trip time for the signal. Slant range is then calculated
by:
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Angular measurements relative to known references are passed to TRADAT from the
telemetry tracking antenna system. These angles coupled with slant range are
sufficient to calculate the location of the flight vehicle.

THE HARDWARE

The hardware is grouped into three major components: the input interface, the internal
computer and the output.

The input interface is a custom designed electronics card. That card has four
functions: a. to trigger the ranging transmitter, b. process the returning signal from the
ranging receiver, c. to accept and process angular information from the antenna
system and d. to condition angle and range data for interfacing with the internal
computer. Processed data is also time-tagged for proper sequencing and indexing in
storage and retrieval operations. See figure 2.

The process starts with the generation of a special binary code called frame sync. The
code is filtered and passed to the ranging transmitter. The range delay counter
measures an appropriate length of time corresponding to the previously measured
signal transit time within the equipment loop, and then it starts the time interval
counter. By this procedure the binary count of the time interval counter is a direct
reading of the slant range. This attribute is achieved by offsetting the transit delay
within the equipment through the range delay counter, and by judicious selection of
the clock frequency.

When the returning special binary code is detected by the receiver, it is passed through
the frame sync detector for authentication which stops the time interval counter. At
that time, the time interval counter is stopped and the value in the counter is a binary
number directly measuring slant range in decameters.

When the time interval counter is stopped, slant range, angular and time-tag
information is passed to the data coder. The data coder formats the information as a
data packet. Upon completion of formatting, the data packet is passed to the VME bus
for processing by the CPU.

The internal computer is a customized VME bus machine using a MC68030/68882
system for data manipulation and mathematics. It also uses an inMoss G300 processor
for graphics handling. Using the angular and range information provided by the
electronics residing on the input interface board, calculations are performed to provide
vehicle position with respect to a geodetic Earth coordinate system. One result of the
calculations is the vehicle's spherical coordinate data, azimuth, elevation and slant





range; that data is passed to the graphics handling sub-system for display on a color
monitor. In addition the computer is capable of providing the vehicle's polar
coordinates or it's rectangular coordinates. Both of these measurements are made with
respect to the launch site or any of three other locations as desired by the operator.

There are two outputs from the TRADAT: a hard copy printout of the polar or
rectangular coordinates of the vehicle, and a graphical display of the trajectory on a
color monitor. The graphics are formatted such that two simultaneous displays occur:
a polar plot of azimuth versus range and a Cartesian plot graphing altitude versus
range. For a sounding rocket, the latter plot is generally a parabola. Figure 3 represents
the TRADAT graphics display. The lower left hand corner is the polar azimuth versus
range plot, and the lower right hand corner displays altitude versus range.

THE SOFTWARE

The CPU picks up the data packet from the bus through an input buffer, see figure 4.
The Main Control Program polls the buffer until the frame sync code is found
signifying a valid data packet. Upon frame sync, the data packet is passed to two
separate data pipes. Concurrently, the mathematical processing routines are initialized



and accept data from their respective pipes. There are two processing routines, each
performs its function independently. The math plot routine always calculates the
position of the flight vehicle with respect to the launch site. Math print calculates the
position with respect to any of three other arbitrarily chosen locations. This procedure
was chosen to enable simultaneous display of the trajectory while computing vehicle
location with respect to any other location. All software was written in the C
language. The system uses an OS/9 operating system.

FIGURE 4 - Software Block Diagram

Math plot results are always plotted on the video display as shown in figure 3. Math
print results are also displayed, but in a rectangular coordinate system relative to the
selected site. The results of math plot are stored, as is the raw data directly from the
input buffer. A real-time hard copy of the rectangular coordinates of vehicle position
can be obtained with respect to any selected site. Also the entire scenario can be
re-run at any time with stored flight data.

At the heart of the software system are the mathematics routines found in math plot
and math print. These routines are composed of algorithms which solve a positional
problem as shown in figure 5. The mechanics of solving such a problem requires



extensive modeling. In this case, the geodetic problem is converted to a geocentric
problem. The geocentric system of equations is solved, and the results are reconverted
to geodetic and presented as the output. The algorithms assemble and manipulate a
system of simultaneous equations which categorically solve the positional problem.

CONCLUSION

TRADAT VI has been successful in providing tracking and positional resolution from
a remote site without radar. During 1992 TRADAT VI was field tested at the Poker
Flat range in Alaska. In spite of the fact that the Graphical User Interface was not yet
completed, it was included as part of the ground station for the SPIRIT III experiment.
TRADAT VI's performance during SPIRIT served as proof for the system. The
vehicle was tracked from lift-off until the telemetry signal was lost just prior to
impact. The payload was found where TRADAT indicated it ought to be. The
real-time trajectory display function performed flawlessly, and the system met the
expectations of the engineering team which designed and built it.
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= Geodetic Tracker Site LatitudeT 

= Geocentric Tracker Site LatitudeT

R = Geodetic Earth Radius at Tracker SiteT

R = Geocentric Earth Radius at Tracker SiteT

= Longitude Offset from Tracker to Offset Site
h = Tracker Site Altitude (subscript ‘o’ at offset site)T

= Vertical Tracker Site AxisT

E = East Tracker Site AxisT

N = North Tracker Site AxisT

FIGURE 5 - Positional Problem


